ON ALGEBRAIC CRITERIA FOR k-DEHKMZN"ACY OF GERMS OF SMOOTH FUNCTIONS ON MASBOLDS WTIH BOUNDARY
The algebraic criteria for ifc-<iSffitgraiffmwey of germs of smooth functions with respect to> th® gpnmp © of germs o_ diffeomorphisms preserving zero; wear® (EossffljidicEBd in [2] -[-r]. The present-paper follows the ssagsati-cran off Arnold in [_l] . The germs of smooth functions ere d'ef--¡zed at .a point zero of a submanifold L of codimension one in K 13 *.
right equivalence is defined by action of the ££<mg-<£jr of germs of ci::'-feomorphisms preserving zero and tk& six&xmM£.old L. The structure of this work is as fallow®: Section 1 is devoted to preliminaries introducing the notion® off gemss, jets, right G^-equivalence and ba3ic facts usadi in. section 2. In section 2 we introduce the notion af fc-determinacy with res;>. .. • 1 to the group <Jl and prove a complete algebraic characte risation of this notion (Theorem 2,2))« & It-determined germ . : .i be replaced by its k-jet and thearefcur® is right G^-eguiva^:nt to a polynomial of degree k. Tills allows us to reduce t...i, classification from an infinite dimensional, problem in an?.lysis to a finite dimensional problem. In algebraic geometry and, more particularly, to the study af the algebraic action of the group of jets of diffe0morptitama on jets of functions. Thus, we tie up determinacy with, the codimension of a germ and show that this last algebraic notion corresponds to the geometric codimension o.f the orbit of the jet of the germ in the jet space (det T f « cod T f +-4-1V
Notation
Let Efl denote the ring of germs of smooth functions at the origin of IR n , Consider the following ideal ncn = = jf e Enj f(O) = oj of Un. It is well known that th^ n is the unique maximal ideal of E" and wc = Y~\ x.3 , when n r^j i n' re x^ denote the functions (x.j,... ,xn) -x^ and simultaneously the germs of these functions. We write also 3«n = = < x,(.. ,xn > jSfl to express that is generated by x1,...,x" over E . Analogously is generated as an 2. Right G^-equivalenee, the basic theorems We introduce the crucial idea for further considerations. Definition 2.0. A k-jet v € J is said to be G^-sufficient if for any two germs f,g 6 E equality k k j f = j g = v implies that f and g are G^-equivalent. v If j f is G^-sufficient we say that f is G L -determined or, shortly k-determined. Now we fixe a local chart in (R n ; 0), jx^,...,x B[ J such that a submanifold L has a form L = [x £ lR n : x 1 = oj . For f 6 E we denote 1(f) the following ideal of E
e B is a germ, the representant of which is : IR n -R . Sometimes we neglect the notation f = [9] '([?] is the germ of a function q ) and write f for the germ as well as for the representant of one.
Before we proceed to an useful criterion of k-determinacy we prove a few facts. and by assumption e Ig so yS^x) = (d^Qiix.Olh^x), h ± sR n -TR n , h. n (x) = x^^x).
Hence s s (3) R(x,y).
Patting (1) and (3) into (2) we get If <p = tR n -~~IR. n then we have f(x+y>(x)) = g(x).
2
Sinoe f em , then Ip c Wi and , In consequence x--x + <p(x) is a germ of dif isomorphism preserving the origin and the set L = jx^ = oj. ' Lemma 2.4» Let 9 denote a finite dimensional Lie group acting on a finite dimensional C 00 -manifold M on the right, then 1) If a : (-e 2 , e 2 ) -vS is a C°° path in vS , <x(0) = » than there exists path j : (-e 2 ,e 2 ) -S such that vy(t) =<x(t) for all t 6 (-£ 2 ,£ 2 ). 2) If N is 0°° manifold which is connected and f:N -H is C°°, then f(N) is contained in a single S -orbit if and only if i) df(n)T n Wc T f(n) (f(n) S ) and
For the proof we refer to [4] . Lemma 2.5. If f fe E and v = j k f, then
k lr where we identify the tangent space (at the v e J ) with J k . The proof is obvious. Proof of Theorem 2.2.
Step 1. (=> ): Let f be k-determined, then j k+1 (f + Wt k+1 ) is contained in a single k+1 G^ -orbit, taking tangent spaces we obtain j k+ V k+1 c j k+ 1j(f + g) for all gem k+1 .
Step 2. (<= ) We show that if , and din^ I/J<n-1.
•I i ara i=2 { 9f n lit" ^ij i=2 linearly, dependent, so there exist a2»...»a n ej? , not all zero suoh' that n n L a iM^ • L^iSii' i=2 i=1 n (a 1= 0) Let X be a vector field germ, X = 2Z, (a^-^j) s|r-i=1 1 1 dx i nonvanishing at zero, X{0) ^ 0, so we can choose local coa ordinates (at zero) such that X = , Xf = 0, then f has a représentant which depends only on y 2 »«»*>y n » This implies that f is not finitely determined. Thus we have a contradiction our original hypothesis.
Our definition of codimension of a germ, ood^f is justified in the Theorem 2.7 and relates to the terminology in [l] , namely, multiplicity of f := dinijj E/I(f ) = codjf + 2. 
